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Abstract – This paper proposes an approximate method of obtaining the surface-wave band gap from reflection phase plots for mushroom structures. The upper bound of the band gap can be found by observing the first in-phase frequency on the reflection phase plot of TE plane waves under grazing incidence, and the lower bound of the band gap can be approximated by the three specific frequencies on reflection phase plots of TM plane waves: the first in-phase frequencies under normal and grazing incidence and the frequency where the first +90° reflection phase occurs. By comparing surface-wave band gaps obtained from dispersion plots and from reflection phase plots through the approximate method in the commercial software CST, results show that the errors of estimated values are less than 10% in different cases of mushroom structures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In antenna areas, taking periodic structures as ground planes has two possible advantages for designing low-profile antennas. The first advantage is the AMC’s characteristic which can resolve the limitation of one-quarter wavelength from ground planes in in-phase bands. The second advantage is the EBG’s characteristic which can suppress surface waves in surface-wave band gaps.

In [1], Sievenpiper et al. introduce a periodic structure so-called mushroom structure which possesses both AMC’s and EBG’s properties. Additionally, they experimentally reported that the in-phase band overlapped with the surface-wave band gap for mushroom structures. Although later research, such as [2, 3, 4], shows that these two bands do not necessarily overlap, the thought of connecting the two bands gives us an idea to think whether it is possible to obtain information of in-phase bands and surface-wave band gaps on only one plot. If possible, we can reduce the time on simulation or on calculation through circuit models of mushroom structures [5, 6] for obtaining the two-band information.

Hence, the purpose of this report is to modify a method to find the surface-wave band gap from reflection phase plots for mushroom structures. The results indicate that we can take the first in-phase frequency of TE grazing incidence as the upper bound and use the approximate formula with three specific frequencies on reflection phase plots of TM plane waves to find the lower bound. This method may not only help us spend less time looking for the AMC’s and EBG’s properties for mushroom structures but also find possible relationship of the two bands in the future.

II. THE UPPER BOUND OF SURFACE-WAVE BAND GAP

The upper edge of the surface-wave band gap is usually the cutoff frequency of the first TE surface wave, \( f_{TE1,start} \), which occurs near the right side of the light line on dispersion plots (see Fig. 1 (a)). The light line (\( k_t = k_0 \)) is the interface between the plane-wave region (\( k_t < k_0 \)) and the surface-wave region (\( k_t > k_0 \)).\( k_0 \) is the wave number in free space, and \( k_t \) is the tangential wave number to periodic surfaces.

According to the transverse resonance condition [5, 8], for surface waves (\( k_t > k_0 \)), the TE surface impedance of mushroom structures, \( Z_{sup,TE}(k_t, k_0) \), near the light line should approach infinity; that is, \( Z_{sup,TE}(k_t \rightarrow k_0^*, k_0 = k_{TE1,inf} \rightarrow +j\infty) \). Since \( k_{TE1,inf} \) is the wave number where TE surface impedance approaches infinity as \( k_t \rightarrow k_0^* \). If we assume that the TE surface impedance is continuous at \( k_t = k_0 \), \( Z_{sup,TE}(k_t \rightarrow k_0^*, k_{TE1,inf}) \) can be equal to \( Z_{sup,TE}(k_t \rightarrow k_0^*, k_{TE1,inf}) \). Since \( Z_{sup,TE}(k_t \rightarrow k_0^*, k_{TE1,inf}) \) is able to be observed in the plane-wave region, we can obtain the cutoff frequency of the first TE surface wave by finding the in-phase frequency (\( Z_{sup,TE} \rightarrow +j\infty \)) on the reflection plot of TE incident waves under grazing incidence (\( k_t \rightarrow k_0^* \)) (see \( f_{TE1,89°,inf} \) in Fig. 1 (b)).

III. THE LOWER BOUND OF SURFACE-WAVE BAND GAP

The lower edge of the surface-wave band gap is the stop frequency, \( f_{TM1,stop} \), where the first TM surface wave stops propagating (see Fig. 1(a)). The reason that TM surface
waves stops is that TM surface waves should exist on an inductive surface [1]. Therefore, when frequencies increase, and the TM surface impedance of mushroom structures become capacitive, TM surface waves will stop propagating. The interface where surface impedances change from inductance to capacitance is an in-phase frequency, so the first in-phase frequency becomes an important key to find \( f_{TM,stop} \). However, in-phase frequencies may be changed by \( k_1 \), and we only can observe movements of in-phase frequencies as \( k_1 < k_0 \) on reflection phase plots. Hence, we have to use approximation to describe the TM surface impedance in the surface-wave region \( (k_1 > k_0) \) from the plane-wave region. The idea from pole-zero methods [7] and circuit models of mushroom structures [5, 6] is used to derive an approximate formula for finding lower edge. The first step in obtaining the formula is to introduce a TM simplified surface impedance, \( Z_{TM, k} \) observed from TM reflection phase plots.

\[
Z_{TM, k}(k,k_t) = jZ_{TM,0,TN} k / (k - k_{TM,1,inf}(k))
\]

where \( k_{TM,1,inf}(k) = m(k_1 + k_{TM,1,inf}) \), and \( k_{TM,1,inf} \) is the wave number of the first in-phase frequency for TM normal incidence, \( k_1 \) can represent the wave number in air or in mushroom structures because effects of the different regions (ex: dielectric) will be cancelled in the final expression. Since the in-phase frequencies may be changed by \( k_1 \), we use linear approximation with the first in-phase frequencies of normal\( (k_1 = 0) \) and grazing incidence\( (k_1 > k_0) \); that is, \( f_{TM,1,inf} \) and \( f_{TM,1,89,inf} \) in Fig. 1(b). \( m \) is the slope of \( k_{TM,inf}(k) \), and \( Z_{TM,0,inf} \) is a scaling factor which can be obtained by substituting the frequency where reflection phase is 90° under normal incidence, \( f_{TM,1,inf} \) (see Fig. 1(b)). into (1) because \( f_{TM,1,89,inf} \) is also the frequency where the TM surface impedance equals the intrinsic impedance in air, \( Z_0 \).

Using the transverse resonance condition with the simplified TM wave impedance \( Z_{TM,inf} = -jZ_0 k / (k - k_{TM,1,inf}(k)) \) (assume \( k_1 >> k \)), we can derive the formula for the lower edge of the band gap, \( f_{lower,app} \), shown below.

\[
f_{lower,app} = f_{TM,1,inf} \left( \frac{2(\sqrt{1-\alpha}-1)}{4(1-\sqrt{1-\beta})} - 1 \right)
\]

where \( \alpha = f_{TM,1,inf} / f_{TM,1,89,inf} \) and \( \beta = f_{TM,1,89,inf} / f_{TM,1,89,inf} \). The three frequencies for the formula are shown in Fig. 1 (b).

IV. NUMERICAL RESULT

Table I shows the parameters (unit: mm) of mushroom structures for different cases, and Table II shows surface-wave band gaps (unit: GHz) obtained from dispersion plots (\( f_{upper} \) and \( f_{lower} \)) and reflection phase plots with the approximate formula (\( f_{TM,1,inf} \) and \( f_{lower,app} \)) in CST. For the upper edge, we observe the grazing incident angle 89°\( (k_1 > k_0) \) on reflection phase plots, and the results indicate that errors are small, which supports the assumption made in II. For the lower edge, errors of the formula are smaller than 10%.

V. CONCLUSION

In this report, an approximate method is provided for obtaining the surface-wave band gap from reflection phase plots for mushroom structures. By observing the first in-phase frequency of TE plane waves at grazing angles, the upper bound can be obtained, and by using the approximate formula, the lower bound can be estimated. The results show that errors are lower than 10%; thus, if errors are allowed for designs, we can find two bands faster, and give further thought about two-band relationship for mushroom structures.
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